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Humidex
forecast
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42C high
First day of summer
brings heat wave
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Metal plates cover collapsed sewer pipes at the intersection of Ste. Catherine St. and McGill College Ave. on Tuesday.
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Sewer creates new traffic headache

More crumbling downtown infrastructure
closes stretch of Ste. Catherine St.
SUE MONTGOMERY
THE GAZETTE

The city’s crumbling infrastructure caused traffic headaches again on Tuesday after
sewer pipes underneath the
intersection of Ste. Catherine
St. and McGill College Ave.
collapsed.
The area was closed off
during rush hour leading to
gridlock in one of the city’s
main shopping streets.
A n i k d e Re p e n t i g ny,

spokesperson for the Ville
Marie borough, said Ste.
Catherine St. between Mansfield and University Sts., and
McGill College Ave. between
de Maisonneuve Blvd. and
Cathcart St., will be closed for
an indefinite period.
Tuesday evening, a large
truck from a company called
Brault Drain was parked, its
engine running, on McGill
College Ave. below Ste. Catherine St.
As diners enjoyed their

meals on nearby terraces, two
workers lifted manhole covers with a pick axe and shone
flashlights into the blackened
holes to try to determine the
problem.
The entire intersection
was fenced off and two large
metal plates were laid over
the collapsed area.
Claude Duprès, an employee with Brault Drain, said
the men would be at the site
throughout the night, passing a camera through the
city’s ancient sewer system
to examine the extent of the
damage.
Duprès said the company
doesn’t do the repair work, but
rather investigates and gives

a report to the city. He said the
workers had called him to say
it looked like the sewer pipes
were the problem.
When asked if the city was
keeping the company busy,
Duprès replied, “Oh yes, very
much so.”
No hole actually appeared
on the street, unlike a sink
hole that suddenly formed in
May on a nearby block.
Brault Drain was called in
on May 22, after a chunk of
road four metres wide and
six metres deep collapsed in
the middle of Sherbrooke
St. between McGill College
Ave. and University St. when
part of the sewer system collapsed.

The block was closed for
almost three weeks in order
to repair the sewer pipe from
the inside while it was still
operational – an unusual but
faster approach.
A more traditional repair
job would have meant shutting down the busy thoroughfare for two months, the vicechair of the city executive
committee responsible for
economic development and
infrastructure said in a statement at the time.
The repair work was done
by Antagon International at
a cost of $320,000.
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Accurso will get contracts
Tremblay says Montreal has no choice
if it is to fix crumbling infrastructure
LINDA GYULAI
GAZETTE CIVIC AFFAIRS REPORTER

The city has no choice but to
award $17 million worth of
construction contracts to the
firm of Antonio Accurso because the city is crumbling
after decades of neglected
repairs, Mayor Gérald Tremblay told city council on
Tuesday as the opposition at
city hall urged him to withdraw the projects rather
than award more contracts
to the businessman accused
of fraud related to municipal
contracts.
“We can talk about the
cynicism of the public because of the allusions to
collusion and corruption,”
Tremblay told city council
shortly before his Union
Montréal majority voted
to pass the first of five contracts to Louisbourg SBC
over the objections of opposition parties Vision Montréal
and Projet Montréal.
“We can also talk about the
cynicism of the public, who
say ‘How come we don’t have a
safe road network? How come
we have so many water main
breaks? ... How come basements get flooded?’ ... That’s
the dilemma we’re facing.”
Tremblay also commended
the “remarkable work” of Ac-

curso’s firm.
“It’s one of the best businesses we’ve had in Quebec
for decades,” he said.
“I’m a little surprised to
have heard the mayor say the
public is angry because of
aqueducts and to brag about
the excellent work of the
companies of Tony Accurso,”
Projet Montréal councillor
François Limoges said.
“I agree with the mayor that
previous administrations underinvested in infrastructure.
But when you come across a

“How come we
don’t have a safe
road network? ”
MAYOR GéRALD TREMBLAY

whole system that was put
in place to profit from those
contracts, inflate the figures
and in a way divert taxpayer
money, you can’t treat it as a
secondary problem.”
On Monday night, Tremblay tabled a letter he sent to
Quebec Municipal Affairs
Minister Laurent Lessard
this month to complain that
the city is obligated to award
the latest contracts to Louisbourg SBC despite the adop-

tion of Bill 35 by the National
Assembly in December. The
law is supposed to prevent
firms and business people
found guilty of tax fraud and
other crimes from bidding on
public contracts by temporarily removing or restricting
their construction licenses.
Critics say business people
can get around the law by
forming new entities or removing themselves as company directors.
Tremblay said on Tuesday
he agrees with a suggestion
from Vision Montréal leader
Louise Harel that city council pass a unanimous resolution to put pressure on the
Quebec government to tighten Bill 35.
Meanwhile, Labour Minister Lise Thériault, who is
responsible for Bill 35, said in
Quebec City that her department is examining changes
to the law to “plug” holes.
A bill will likely be tabled in
the National Assembly in the
fall, Thériault spokesperson
Charles Robert said.
However, Rober t said
Thériault rejects Tremblay’s
criticism of Bill 35, arguing that 150 companies have
seen their construction permits suspended or restricted
since the bill was adopted in
December.
“It’s false to say the law is ineffective,” Robert said. “The
law has given results that are
extremely conclusive.”
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Debate turns into
insult-trading session
A debate at Montreal city
council about awarding more
municipal contracts to construction magnate Antonio
Accurso on Tuesday turned
into a festival of insults as
Mayor Gérald Tremblay
accused opposition Projet
Montréal leader Richard Bergeron of stoking cynicism in
municipal politics by being
a smoker while also being an
avid jogger.
Tremblay also poked fun at
Bergeron for announcing that
he’ll switch boroughs to run
in the 2013 Montreal election.
Bergeron has said he plans to
change from Plateau MontRoyal borough, where his
party occupies all the seats
on the borough council, to
Ville Marie, where Tremblay
serves as borough mayor.
Bergeron, who ran for mayor against Tremblay in 2009,
replied that Tremblay had
“slightly lost his head.”
Council speaker Harout
Chitilian called both politicians to order.
Here’s what they said:
Mayor Gérald Tremblay:
“I’d just like to send a little
quip to make the leader of
the second opposition happy.
Cynicism is also when we
create discord in a borough
where we’re no longer welcome (and) we decide to run
in another borough – in Ville
Marie – and say ‘I live there’ as
the excuse. But he lived there

for many years because he always brags about living there.
Cynicism comes exactly from
reflection and comments like
that not to mention that cynicism comes from the leader
of the second opposition,
who says ‘I go jogging, and to
take it easy I have to smoke’.
Or to say ‘No one went to the
moon. It’s impossible’. And
that the events of 9/11 never
happened. That will come
out during an election where
people will be called upon to
make a value judgment on the
quality and credibility, to employ the term, of the second
opposition, the moral credibility of the leader of the
second opposition.”
Projet Montréal leader
Richard Bergeron: “What
a gratuitous smear. The last
30 to 40 seconds of the comments by the mayor – I think
he slightly lost his head. I
would ask him to recover and
to not fly off the handle like
that in this council again.
Thank you.”
Council speaker Harout
Chitilian: “I’ll ask you all to
refrain ... because I feel the debate is degenerating and we
have to come back to the substance of the questions before
us. ... So both sides, please,
more restraint and especially
respect. We have people in the
gallery watching us and also
at home.”
LINDA GYULAI

Just in time for the first day
of summer, the city will experience a short heat wave.
Montreal will see hotterthan-usual temperatures on
Wednesday and Thursday,
with the Weather Network
forecasting highs of 33C for
both days, which will feel
like 42 with the humidex.
Since the intense heat
will be short-lived, the city
of Montreal is not issuing
an extreme heat alert or
launching any emergency
measures such as cooling
centres.
But because Montreal boroughs are opening their public pools between Wednesday and Monday, there will
be some relief.
Environment Canada has
issued a heat and humidity
warning for all of southwestern Quebec, with the
weather cooling off in time
for the start of the weekend,
returning to the mid and low
20s.
E nv i ro n m e n t C a n a d a
meteorologist René Héroux
explained that while this
late-June heat wave is not
surprising, heat waves are
usually expected in early to
mid-July.
He added that recent temperatures in Montreal have
been higher than last year at
this time.
Last July was when Montrealers had to endure many
days of blistering heat, as
temperatures climbed as
high as 45C with humidex
and the outdoors became unbearable.
The city of Montreal
issues extreme heat warnings when temperatures
exceed 33C for more than 72
hours – the kind of conditions that make us look forward to the relatively minor
heat wave we’re expecting
this week.
Even though the city of
Montreal is not opening
cooling centres for residents
because the heat wave will
be brief, it recommends the
following tips for cooling off
in hot weather:
■ Drink large amounts of
water, especially before
getting thirsty, to avoid dehydration.
■ Stay in cool areas every
few hours
■ Avoid intense outdoor
sports.
■ Make use of pools, water
fountains and wading pools.
The Weather Network predicts a period of light rain
for the beginning of next
week, so it’s important to
shamelessly take advantage
of this heat in the following
days before it leaves us.
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Hugo Tremblay serves during a volleyball game at LaFontaine Park on Tuesday
when the temperature was
still comfortable.

